
NASSLLI 2018 Student Session: Call for Abstracts 

https://www.cmu.edu/nasslli2018/call-for-student-abstracts/index.html 

June 23-29, Carnegie Mellon University (Pittsburgh) 

 

The North American Summer School for Logic, Language, and Information (NASSLLI) presents a             

cross-disciplinary perspective on how information is represented, communicated and manipulated by           

human minds and by machines. Courses and introductory boot camps at the Summer School are taught by                 

outstanding faculty from Cognitive Science, Computer Science, Linguistics, Philosophy, and Psychology. 

 

A Student Session will be held during the NASSLLI 2018 summer school. The Student Session provides                

students with the opportunity to present their own research in a context to receive excellent feedback from                 

peers and established researchers. 

 

Graduate and advanced undergraduate students are invited to submit abstracts of no more than two pages                
1

in any of the fields related to the school. Abstracts should represent original and unpublished work (or work                  

in progress). All co-authors must be students and no one should (co-)author more than one submission.                

Minorities, women, and students from underrepresented groups are especially encouraged to apply. 

 

Abstracts should be submitted to: nasslli2018studentsession@gmail.com 

 

Abstract requirements: 

- File Format: pdf 

- Length: up to 2 pages (A4 or US Letter), including references 

- Margins: 1-in (for US Letter) or 3-cm (for A4) on all four sides 

- Font: 12pt 

- No footnotes 

- No identifying information within document (for anonymous review process)  

 

Submissions deadline: 25 February, 2018 (by midnight EST) 

Notification of acceptance: April 1, 2018 

 

The final format of the Student Session will be decided on the basis of abstract submissions. It is likely that                    

the session will be primarily or exclusively poster-based, with poster presentations taking place at              

lunchtime. Authors whose submissions have been accepted and who intend to present will be required to                

register for NASSLLI. There will be scholarship opportunities, advertised separately. Students may apply             

for a scholarship whether or not they have submitted an abstract; acceptance of an abstract does not                 

guarantee funding. 

 

Any questions regarding the Student Session can be sent to: nasslli2018studentsession@gmail.com 

 

1 That is, individuals enrolled in an academic program in 2018 who will not have been awarded their Ph.D. by the time 

of the summer school. 
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